Abstract-In this report the theory of spectral estimation of signals on based of generalized two-dimensional (2D) Kravchenko-Kotel'nikov-Levitan theorems is considered. In the first part the 2D weight functions with support area of the complex shape on the basis of R-functions are constructed. In the second part the 2D Kravchenko-Kotel'nikov-Levitan theorems are formulated. In the third part it's application for spectral estimation, filtering and correction of 2D signals and images. As the examples the problems of noise reduction, scaling and also spectral properties improvement of images are submited. The numerical experiment and physical analysis of 2D signal processing results are show efficiency of new 2D kernels construction of sampling theorems.
INTRODUCTION
In communication theory the two dimensional (2D) signals are represented in the form of a linear combination of elementary functions
Here, ϕ k,l (x, y) is an elementary signal of number (k, l), N, M are the dimensions of the elementary signals massive used in decomposition and
Thus, there is a signal decomposition on some basis. Application of the spectral analysis of signals in basis of digital functions in comparison with the spectral harmonious offers certain advantages. They are defined by the physical nature of representation of signals. Optimum digital processing in spectral area in comparison with the time possesses a number of advantages at numerical realization. It is known that spectral processing of signals possesses a high noise stability to action of the strong hindrances which own basis differs from own functions of a signal.
TWO-DIMENSIONAL GENERALIZED KRAVCHENKO-KOTEL'NIKOV-LEVITAN SAMPLING THEOREMS
As the basic functions it is expedient to choose kernels of the generalised Kravchenko-Kotel'nikov and Kravchenko-Levitan series. It is connected with that several factors. In the first the basis formed by these functions turns out by shifting of mother function. In the second such decomposition more naturally and also allows to apply fast transformation algorithms. Figure 1 ). For simplicity we will admit that areas have the form of squares. Here, the function spectrumφ (
For simple support areas (rectangle and ellipse) probably to use constructions of one-dimensional of Kravchenko-Kotel'nikov (KK)
and Kravchenko-Levitan (KL)
kernels. Their plots are presented on Figure 5 . For rectangular area it is ϕ rect (x, y) = w (x; ∆ x ) w (y; ∆ y ).
For ellipse area we will write down so ϕ ellipse (x, y) = w (x/a) 2 + (y/b) 2 . Here a = a (∆ x ),
TWO-DIMENSIONAL KRAVCHENKO KERNELS WITH SUPPORT AREA OF COMPLEX SHAPE
For construction of 2D functions with any geometry of pass-area of the spectrum we will take advantage of the theory of R-functions [4, 5] . The constructing of function ϕ (x, y) is the following:
1. The spectral characteristics pass-areas which is described by function ω ( Figure 1 ).
2. The ideal frequency characteristic of the low-pass filter is defined so
Here, the function g (f 1 , f 2 ) is choosing out so that to provide the greatest smoothness.
3. The function ϕ (x, y) is calculated so
4. For convergence improvement of the series the coefficients ϕ (x, y) are multiplied on finite 2D weight function (WF) w (x, y):
where w 1 (x) is a one-dimensional prototype [4] and ω W F (x, y) is support area for 2D WF. 
CONCLUSIONS
The numerical experiment carried out and also an analysis of physical results show potential opportunities arising from application of the suggested and proved new Kravchenko-Kotel'nikov-Levitan sampling Theorems for various problems of radio physics.
